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1 Overview 
 

This document shows how to prepare your smartphone for the navigation 

training. You should complete these steps before the training. 

The initial training sessions will take place during the following walks:  

 Anakie Gorge and Ted Errey circuit in the Brisbane Ranges 

 Werribee George  

2 applications are used:  

 Avenza Maps 

 Komoot 

This document provides specific instructions on how to prepare the “Avenza 

Maps” and “Komoot” applications on iPhone. The “Avenza Maps” and 

“Komoot” applications are also available for Android. I assume that the use of 

these applications on the Android is very similar to the iPhone. 

Additional training will be provided at a later stage, and it will be focused on 

how to plan a walk using these applications. 

There is no point in printing this document. You can configure your iPhone 

using the electronic version of this document. Once everything is configured, 

you will not need to use this document again. 

 

1.1 Further reading 
 

It is assumed that you know how to read a topographic map. If not please 

study the “Maps Reading Guide” that is published by Geoscience Australia.  

To download the guide, go to 
https://ecat.ga.gov.au/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/102240  

and click on the “Open Link” button next to “Download the Map Reading Guide 

(pdf – 19.6MB)”.  

As a minimum, I suggest that you study the content from the “Maps symbols” 

section up to and including the “Contour lines” section. You should be able to 

identify on topographic maps (using the contour lines) the following land 

https://ecat.ga.gov.au/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/102240
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formations: gentle slopes, steep slopes, hills, mountains, spurs, valleys and 

ridges. But if you don't manage to master this skill, you can still come to the 

training and hopefully you will learn this skill as we go. 

2 Avenza Maps 

2.1 Install the “Avenza Maps” application 
 

Open the App Store (Figure 1), click on Search (Figure 2), enter “Avenza Maps” 

and search (Figure 3) and install the “Avenza Maps” app.                

                                              

            

Figure 1                                  Figure 2                              Figure 3 
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2.2 Open the app 
 

During the first time of use, select “Allow” (Figure 4) to allow “Avenza Maps” 

to access your location while you are using the app, then register to “Avenza 

Maps” by selecting “I’m New” (Figure 5). You should receive a welcome email 

from “Avenza Map Store” and you need to click on the link provided in the 

email to complete the registration (Figure 5a).  

              

Figure 4                                  Figure 5                                Figure 5a 

When you select “My Maps” on the bottom left (Figure 6), you see that initially 

there is only one map installed in your app – it is called “Getting Started”. 
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Figure 6 

2.3 Add maps 
 

Select “Store” (Figure 7). 

If you want to browse and see what maps are available for bushwalking 

navigation, select “Topographic” (Figure 7), “Oceania” (Figure 8) and “Oceania” 

again (Figure 9), then select search (the magnifying glass on the top right). 

 

                       

Figure 7                                 Figure 8                            Figure 9 
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You can then select “Map” to see all the available maps in Oceania on a map of 

Australia, or select “List” to see a text-list of the maps (Figure 11).  

Note that maps of national and state parks are available free of charge in the 

store. Most of these maps are too basic and may not be suitable for navigation. 

You can purchase (normally for less than $5) detailed topographic maps from 

Vicmap (www.land.vic.gov.au) – see the “vicmap viewer” app.  

 

                  

Figure 10                                 Figure 11                                Figure 12 

  

http://www.land.vic.gov.au/
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For the training purposes, please search for “Brisbane Ranges” (Figure 12) and 

select and install the “Brisbane Ranges National Park Visitor Guide” map 

(Figure 13), then search for “Werribee Gorge State Park Visitor Guide” (Figure 

14) and select and install the “Werribee Gorge State Park Visitors” map 

(Figures 15 and 16) . 
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Figure 13                                        Figure 14                            Figure 15 
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If you select “My Maps” at the bottom left, you should now see that these 

maps are installed in your app (Figure 17). 

 

             

Figure 16                                                     Figure 17                             
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2.4 Add Layers with Tracks and Waypoints 
 

Now add the “tracks” of the walk and “waypoints” on to the maps.  

Avenza uses the term “Placemarks” for “Waypoints” and they are visually 

implemented as “pins” that can be “dropped” on the map (see Figure 44 

further down). 

We use the term “Waypoint” to refer to an intermediate point along the track, 

to which we navigate as we walk along the track. The term “Points-of-Interest” 

is also used to identify the position of important locations. 

So the terms “Point-of-Interest”, “Placemarks” and “Waypoints” may be used 

interchangeably in this document.  

Note that the tracks and the Placemarks are overlayed on the maps, i.e. they 

are kept separately from the maps in “layers” that are drawn on the maps. The 

“layers” are kept independently (separately) of the maps and should be linked 

to the specific maps to which they are referred to.  

The following instructions are “tricky” and it might be hard to follow them 

successfully. If you don’t manage to complete the import of the “layer”, skip to 

section 2.4.5 and add the waypoints (pins) manually. 

 

2.4.1 Import a Layer  

 

Select “Layers” at the bottom of the screen (Figure 18), then select “+” (Figure 

18) to import the layer with specific information for the Werribee Gorge track. 

Then select “Import Layers” (Figure 19). A warning message pops up, select 

“No”, Figure 20. 
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Figure 18                              Figure 19                              Figure 20 
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2.4.2 Copy and Paste the URL 

 

You need to copy the URL (i.e. the link) of the file that holds the layer’s 

information and enter the URL to “Avenza”. The URL will be provided later, in 

an email similar to Figure 21. 

Again, the following steps are a bit tricky and you may have to try several times 

till you manage to copy the above URL. This is because by default, the iPhone 

will try to launch this URL instead of letting you copy the URL. Touch the URL 

and hold it for a few seconds then select Copy.   

       <Not Required>               <Not Required> 

Figure 21                                        Figure 22                            Figure 23 
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Click on the field below the “FROM THE WEB” (Figure 24) until you see “Paste” 

(Figure 25) then click on “Paste” to enter the selected information (i.e. the 

URL) into the “FROM THE WEB” field.  

Next you may see a screen like Figure 26. Click on the 3 dots on the top right 

(Figure 26), then select “Open in” (Figure 27), then scroll between the options 

and select “Copy to Avenza Map” (Figure 28).  

       

Figure 24                                        Figure 25                            Figure 26 
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Figure 27                                        Figure 28                            Figure 29                             

 

2.4.3 Alternatively – Enter the URL manually 

 

If you don’t manage to copy and paste the URL, then you will have to enter the 

URL manually (URL is provided via the email - Figure 21), in the field below the 

“FROM THE WEB” (Figure 24). 
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2.4.4 Link the Layer to the Map 

Once the URL has been entered (Figure 29) to Avenza, you can see an 

additional layer in the Layers view called “Werribee Gorge” (Figure 30). Click 

on “Werribee Gorge” and you see details of the tracks and waypoints (Figure 

31). 

Click on "Start - Meikles" waypoint (Figure 31), then click on “Edit” on the 

bottom part below the “Attributes” label (Figure 32), then click on “Link to 

Maps” (Figure 33), then select the “Werribee Gorge State Park Visitor Guide” 

map (Figure 34) and “Apply’ (on the top right - Figure 34) to link the layer 

information to the map. 

                            

Figure 30                                        Figure 31                              Figure 32 
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                           <Not Required> 

Figure 33                                        Figure 34                            Figure 35                             

Now the “Tracks” layer is linked to the “Werribee Gorge State Park Visitor 

Guide” map (Figure 36). Click on “< Edit Area” on the top left (Figure 36).  

Click on “My Maps” (bottom left, Figure 37) and select the “Werribee Gorge 

State Park Visitor Guide” map (Figure 37) – You can see that the tracks and 

waypoints information is overlayed (in orange) on the map (Figure 38). 
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Figure 36                                   Figure 37                            Figure 38                             
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2.4.5 Add Waypoints 

 

Add waypoints along the track, so once we arrive to the Werribee Gorge area, 

we can navigate and walk from one waypoint to the next.  

If you managed to successfully complete the instructions in sections 2.4.1 to 

2.4.4, you should see the tracks and some of the waypoints as shown in Figure 

38. Otherwise, the orange track won’t be shown on the map (see Figure 40). 

Please check that all the waypoints illustrated in Figure 39 are included in your 

map. If not, please add the missing waypoints. Once completed the following 

waypoints should be shown on your map. 

 Meikles Point Picnic Area 

 WER004 

 WER009 

 WER008 

 WER007 (Blackwood Pool) 

 Western Lookout 

 Eastern Lookout  

 WER005 

 WER011 

 Island Lookout 

For example, to add the Western Lookout waypoint, follow these instructions: 

Move the map with your finger so that the cross-hairs (in the centre of the 

screen) will point to the location where you want to drop a pin (Figure 41), 

then click on the pin at the bottom left (Figure 41).  You can rename each 

waypoint by changing the Title field (Figure 42 and Figure 43). Then click on 

“submit” on the top right (Figure 43) to finalize the creation of the waypoint 

(Figure 44). 

Use Figure 39 to work out where to drop each pin. Put the cross-hair under 

each pin. I.e. on the purple circle under each pin, as illustrated in Figure 39.  

Once all the waypoints are added, you are ready to navigate with Avenza.  
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Figure 39                                   
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  Figure 40                                                                               Figure 41  

 

       

Figure 42                               Figure 43                               Figure 44 
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2.4.6 Navigate to a Waypoint 

 

The actual navigation will be done during the training in the Werribee Gorge.  

The next steps will be performed once you arrive to Meikles Point at the start 

of the Werribee Gorge walk. 

Click on the 3 dots at the bottom right of the map (Figure 44), select “Navigate 

to a Destination” (Figure 45), select “Navigate To Placemark” (Figure 46), then 

click on “Werribee Gorge” (Figure 47) to view the available placemarks (i.e. 

waypoints) as in Figure 47a. 

         

Figure 45                   Figure 46                   Figure 47                    Figure 47a 
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First we want to walk/navigate to the WER004 waypoint (see Figure 48), so 

select WER004. A navigation screen (Figure 49) will pop up and it will show the 

“Bearing” towards the destination. Bearing is the direction (also called 

azimuth) of the destination (relative to the North) from the current location.  

As you walk, you will also see the “Course” - the direction to which you are 

currently heading which is not necessarily the direction to WER004.  

You can also track your way as you walk by clicking on the “START TRACKING” 

button (Figure 50). 

       

Figure 48                                Figure 49                              Figure 50                             
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3 Komoot 

3.1 Install the “Komoot” application 
 

Komoot is another navigation application that we will use during the training. 

Search Komoot in the “App Store” and install it in a similar way as you installed 

Avenza Maps. See Figures 100 to 109. 

       

Figure 100                 Figure 101                  Figure 102 

       

Figure 103                      Figure 104                    Figure 105 
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Figure 106                         Figure 107                      Figure 108 

 

   

Figure 109 
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3.2 Import planned walks 
 

Once Komoot is installed, click on the URLs (links) that will be provided via 

email, and save the information of the 2 walks as illustrated in Figures 110 to 

119. Make sure that you store the maps for offline use (see Figures 112, 118 

and 119) so you can navigate even when there is no Internet connection. 

     

Figure 110                                        Figure 111                             
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Figure 112                            Figure 113                            Figure 114 

       

Figure 115                          Figure 116                           Figure 117 
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Figure 118                                      Figure 119         
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Exit the planned walk by selecting “<” on the top left;  

then exit the list of planned walks by selecting “<” on the top left. 

You can see that your current Profile (Figure 120) has 2 planned walks. 

Select Planned and you see the 2 planned walks that you saved into your 

profile. 

You are now ready to use the planned walks and track the actual route as you 

walk along the tracks. 

 

         

Figure 120                                        Figure 121                             

 


